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Looking for tuning advice or need help reading a scan? Need help getting your tuning software
up and running? This is the place for you. This is the place to talk about brakes, suspension,
lowering, wheels, tires, basically everything that affects your car's ride and handling. All Activity
Home Latest Images. Buick Regal Regal coupe II. Buick Regal Regal coupe. Forums Start new
topic. New Member Introductions Welcome to our community! Introduce yourself to everyone
here. General General W-Body Discussion. Powertrain 60DegreeV6. PCM Tuning Looking for
tuning advice or need help reading a scan? Car Audio Need help putting a system into your
W-body? Talk about it here! Member Statistics 11, Total Members. Suspension Clunks - GP. I
have all the parts lined up to do the work, I'm pretty much replacing everything in the
suspension system within reason-- struts, bushings, ball joints, mounts, etc. Waiting until the
weather improves enough that I feel like working out in the garage. By mid-March it's usually
wrenching weather here, so it'll get the overhaul soon. I bought a new set of four soon after I
purchased it. For a 25 year old car it drives nice and tight and handles well. But it clunks pretty
good at low speeds over rough pavement which is driving me crazy. But parts for these cars are
dirt cheap, lots of closeouts available on Rockauto too. I'll report back once I start digging into
it. New member, cutlass supreme international executive edition. I wouldn't mind it as well,
summer would be a better time for me to investigate this further, for my friends
south-of-the-border this would be an awkward purchase until our PM decides to open up to
cross border traffic again. I haven't been able to go to Buffalo since late last March. Now I know
what I want for Christmas! Many times. Almost killed myself once doing it. Used to have a pretty
big hole in my garage wall from that. In short, no there is no way to service that on the car. Once
its out of the car you more or less service it how you would any other mcpherson strut. But be
careful those springs are no joke. I have a Buick Regal. Its basically a '96 but still has the Series
1 motor and electronics. One of the front Coil Spring Seat's is bad. Its the bearing that turns and
rotates when you turn the front wheels. This sits below the spring, unlike most cars nowadays
that it sits on top of the spring as part of the strut mount. Under normal working circumstances
the spring does not rotate with the tire when turning in this design. Where I'm having trouble
researching is how to remove the front springs.. The strut is a cartridge that is slid in from the
top under the hood. And from what i have seen, the spring is compressed from the weight of the
car.. If you unbolt the top and jack up the car, unbolt the knuckle, the spring would come flying
out? I do not feel as if there is a good way of compressing the spring in the car. Has anyone
ever taken this type of suspension apart before? Sign In Sign Up. Remember Me? Blogs Groups
Advanced Search. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 25 of Thread: Cutlass
Photos and Discussion. Join Date Mar Posts 3, Cutlass Photos and Discussion The elegant yet
business-like Italian cutlass I saw recently at the Hartford Show made me think it might be fun
to create a thread about cutlasses in general. I propose that we discuss cutlasses from any
country or time period, and that we post photos of cutlasses from our own collections. Like the
"Cult of the Small-Sword" or the "British Slot Hilt Photos and Discussion" , this thread can be
used for educational posts about cutlasses, to ask questions about cutlasses, or to share new
acquisitions. As a young collector I was not too focused in my collecting habits. In general I was
interested in British swords of the Georgian period, but I bought anything interesting that I
could afford. Although it is still outside of my collecting interests, it is still one of my favorite
swords. I am unaware of period references to its use, if indeed it was used in period, but it
seems a very practical sword. My particular sword was probably never used as it is
unsharpened and in very good condition. I have heard that some Ms sat in arms lockers through
WWII, and mine could be an example of this. The grip is either a replacement, or managed to
survive better than most. Other than the bits of miscellanea above, I know very little of this
sword pattern especially since I write this from work and do not have my copy of Peterson at
hand. So please feel free to enlighten me! Glen C. I am tempted to jump right in and terrorize
with some of my collected images but I look forward to learning something. For nstance, when
Todd and I bogged down at the show cutlass, we left it while debating if it was as wide as the
Russian monster sawback thingie Dmitry had shown up with at Manville in I almost jumped on
an Ames weeks before the show this month and maybe should have. They aren't getting any
cheaper and that one is priced right. Cheers Hotspur; not really my thing but I do have some
images and manuals saved up. I did not bring a camera to the arms show, but one thing I saw
that I have been wanting for quite some time, but was sadly a few hundred dollars above my
budget for the day is a British Cutlass Bayonet. Very nice looking weapons, and at first glance
unless you see the mortise slot they almost look not like bayonets. Not so beefy as some
cutlasses, but still heavier than I would think wise to use as a bayonet. I believe I saw a couple,
so there's hope for next year at least! Here's the only one I have. Don't know much about it. Hilt All brass. Grip - Reeded carved mahogany. Condition - There are edge nicks on the blade and
splits in the grip. Attached Images. Paul G. Join Date Apr Location boston usa Posts Ive only

seen deakins with the big wider ish style blades. Cutlass thread Great idea for a detailed
discussion thread. I've been a cutlass guy for a long time. A true close combat edged weapon
that saw extensive use in all the wars and piracy of the age of sail. Plain, relatively inexpensive
to manufacture and made in countless variations they were truly tools of the trade. The
relatively small numbers that were manufactured and the harsh environment they served in, all
make them a challenging and fascinating sword to study and collect. In honor of Glen C. The
first year of production I believe. The bottom one is dated Springfield and is in almost un issued
condition with unfortunately a full blade sharpening. Keep those cutlasses coming!! This is a
Royal Navy cutlass I inherited from my late father, and gratefully identified by members of this
forum as an pattern cutlass, dated to from the blade stamps. Here's a possible non regulation
piece. It may have been refashioned as a cutlass. The blade of the An X was shortened to
"about 67 cm" at some point before The blade on this example is It has a small naval
acceptance stamp of an anchor and the poincon of S. F Beaumaretz, who served as an
inspector from September to June The backstrap has the undated Klingenthal inscription of
Couleaux Freres. The cravatte, which would originally have been made of red felt has been
replaced by a leather one. Nice cutlass Alan A rare one with nice markings. Love the Old black
paint over even older black paint? Thanks Paul for those great pictures of examples. I was
reminded how little I have studied these by running into another article by Dave Radcliffe while
actually looking for something else he had penned about the Ames chronology. For those not
familiar, Dave's musings are over on the Arms Collectors dot com page. One has a brass throat
and tip like that of the foot artillery scabbard and the other is entirely leather with brass or
copper rivets on the reverse side Both scabbards have studs on the obverse for attaching to a
belt frog. I think it was actually his artillery sword notes I went looking for today and instead
answered what had been curiousity regarding the scabbards. Needless to say, the budget
cutlass I had spotted sported neither a scabbard or wonderful condition your examples show.
Another name came up at Hartford that I had never thought to associate with Ames research,
Mike Silvey. A name I knew from other circles but had never thought a reference for all things
Ames. It is somewhat curious to me that the Ames cutlass would more properly be referenced
to the old French naval artllery swords. Cheers Hotspur; now off to find out exactly what Ames
was sending to England and how far back that went. This was the last year of production and
the contract called for swords only were delivered and it is believed by some naval historians
that the army delivered these to the Mississippi river boat squadrons for utility work and self
defense. This example appears to be unissued. I was fortunate enough to acquire the Starr
cutlass in his article in the parking lot of the Hartford show several years ago. Need for
clarification, please. Good Evening Guys While my primary interest in antique sword collecting
lies further East, I do appreciate them all. Oh yes So, please forgive me for my small knowledge
of the subject. Can someone elucidate about the difference between the cutlass, short saber
and the hanger? Is it really as simple as one being for naval use and the others for infantry? Are
the blades the same or does the cutlass typically have a wider blade? The blades seem quite
similar in length and heft. Also, does a cutlass necessarily have a large cup guard like
Jonathan's and Alan's to be classified as a "cutlass"? Those full cups sure do add to the beauty
of these swords! Was there a greater need for hand protection on board a vessel, when engaged
in combat? It sure does imply that the thrust was heavily utilized. Or should we say, more
specifically, that stabbing was heavily utilized? I imagine there was a lot of tight, in-fighting and
a close-quarters struggle would generate this kind of strategy. Thus, the weapons used would
mirror this strategy. Much like the Roman gladius, the kindjal or even the artillery sword posted
above this reply. Maybe because of the unsteady footing on the swaying deck of a ship? After
all, you really couldn't expect a calm sea, just because you were waging a battle at sea. They
were both cut and thrust weapons, yes? I bought them all from Fagan Arms. The bottom two are
hangers and the middle one was referred to as a naval officer's cutlass or is it a short saber?
They are of approximate blade length and proportion. Did sword-smiths make blades that could
be equally at home in a cutlass hilt or a hanger hilt? I'm a little puzzled over the parameters of
this issue and would appreciate some clarification. Be well and practice often, Jon Palombi. A
lucky person finds a worthy teacher, an unlucky person finds yet another student Sadly, a fool
cannot tell the difference either way. Jon, Thank you for sharing your excellent 18th century
swords! Here is a good thread that in turn links to another thread on Cutlass vs. Read both
threads! If you want to bring any of the swords in your post particularly the one in the center
along with you when you are in Burlington, I won't try to stop you! A mystery wrapped in a
riddle? Thanks Jonathan, I appreciate the link to these previous threads. Well, I don't feel as
much like an idiot, now. Apparently, the terms apply, based on the intended user, than to a
specific type or definition? It is now perfectly clear to me, just how unclear the overall
consensus has been. I gather that all naval hangers are indeed cutlasses. Does this mean that

there is no such animal as an infantry cutlass? Regardless, Jonathan's cup-guarded cutlass is a
fox! In my mind, that's what a good cutlass should look like. I want one like it too! And around
we go Brendan O. Great thread Jon. Go the eye candy. I'll keep an eye on this. Fable Blades. I
sold this some time ago, but it was a nasty looking thing. Another off pattern cutlass Here is
another posibility. A heavy cavalry hilt with a cut down heavy cavalry? Maybe, maybe not. This
one is gone also. The hilt was with upturned disk and the shape of the finger guard where it
joins the pommel was also not normal. Originally Posted by jonpalombi. Thanks Jonathan, Does
this mean that there is no such animal as an infantry cutlass? David, Thank you for your
concise clarification of terms! Paul, What is one of the more rare cutlasses in your collection?
How about your favorite? I really like your M cutlasses. They are strange as cutlasses go, but
they are among my favorite models. I once had a Cutlass Supreme. It didn't cut nothing, just sat
there, rusting away. I learned to drive in a Cutlass Ciera; its a miracle I'm here typing this, and
that Cutlass isn't being discussed over in the "confirmed kill" thread! On topic, I have a lateth
century Argentinian Marine's cutlass. Although I don't have snapshots, its just like this one over
at Therion, down to the ground-off markings. Well constructed, and very pretty, but not an
enjoyable weapon in hand. It feels rather like a crowbar with a knucklebow. I rather suspect that
by this point, critical thinkers in the military procurement field may have realized that they were
just going through the motions when designing new edged weapons. Sharpen your cutlass.. All
this talk of your cutlass collections has made me remember this limerick Id like to think I'm still
good on dates but I'm married cheers. Paul Will post some other cutlass pictures this weekend
[photographed on the floor]. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg
del. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. Set an alert to be notified of new
listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Auction
Showcased. Auction Vehicle. You want more plush in your life? Check out this fantastic original
and unmolested Oldsmobile Comes with a big Hydro-matic transmission an Gateway Classic
Cars of Denver is proud to offer this believed to be actual miles Oldsmobil This Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme Brougham is an ultra-low mileage coupe with a ton of originali Clean title barn
find has 20 k miles. Has power windows locks tilt cruise Had Gray running car lots of new parts
turn key and drive. Please Note The Followin Contact Seller. The current owner has been
restoring this car for two years, lots of Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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